2002 honda civic egr valve

Honda Civic owners have reported 13 problems related to gas recirculation valve egr valve
under the engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Honda Civic based on all
problems reported for the Civic. On , driving my Honda Civic 1. Car was driving well, until a
reach about 1 mile, while making a left turn the car loss power and can only drive up to 15 mph.
I have to drive my car back home and get my other car. The Honda never regains normal power.
The same date in the evening, I drove the Honda for about 3 miles around my neighborhood and
never loss power. The following date, I drove the car and suddenly again loss power while
making a right turn a block away from my house. Drove back my Honda back to my house with
the car never regaining normal power. The Honda Civic only drives well for less than a quarter
mile and then suddenly loss power, especially when making a turn. This is a safety hazard.
When the car loss power it only drives up to 15 mph which takes several seconds to reach 15
mph and never regain normal power. This loss of power started on , which was a very cool day
about degree fahrenheit. My car is not driver able any longer. Now that this happen, I research
problems with Civic and found out that Honda had an issue with 1. One month and half prior to
this happen, I took my car to the Honda dealer services twice and only want to charge me with
things that the warranty did not cover and could not tell me what was wrong with my car. Honda
dealer should had known the problems my car has are relate to oil dilution in the engine, but
decided not to address it. Now, I have a car that is not driver able and not safe to drive. Honda
place my family life in danger, such that the street around our city, cars drives between 55 to 70
mph. This easily could cause a car to re-end or t-bone the car while making a turn on a busy
traffic street. See all problems of the Honda Civic. Oil dip stick smell like gas going inside the oil
car lack power I noticed it in cold weather we are having in CA state a loud whirling engine
noise coming from top of engine dip stick show more then what I first started with when I
change oil 3k miles b4 it stall out on me 2 times in the last 3month I live in aguanga CA temp fell
to 29 degrees for the last couple month winter weather with snow. Monitor catalyst monitor
evap monitor 02 monitor egr is not ready it got recall. I have a Honda Civic and my ac was not
working since last year I did some research to see if anyone has the same problem and yess
they do and a lot. I took my car to the dealer ship today after I got recalled letter for the
condenser. I looked it up again and had read a lot of complaint about the compressor. I am
paying off my car which I own for almost 4 years and now everything is already broken. This is
my first Honda car and I regret that I chose Honda. I hope Honda do some research and read
about people complaint and do something about it. Never buy Honda again. Engine block
cracks that create an unsafe condition and premature degradation of the motor and its internal
components. The leaks of coolant seem to occur while the motor is running. The engine block
leaks coolant, the motor overheats to a degree that is audible, you can hear the steam escaping
from the coolant container, the heat damages the thermostat and burns the gaskets and it
becomes a self-destructing cycle because the motor is incapable of cooling itself without the
thermostat and, the coolant. In some cases the crack in the block that leaks is apparent; in my
case the crack is not visible or easy to see and the dealer's technician is refusing to honor the
recall that Honda has already in place for this particular model. My wife was headed home from
work approximately 5 pm when she had to stop in traffic on a fairly steep hill, with an outside
temperature at, or near, degrees. When she attempted to resume forward she pressed the gas
on her Honda Civic hybrid and the car started to roll backwards into another car. The
transmission was in drive, she switched to the lowest range, still the car would not move
forward. As a result, she had to wave cars behind her around while all she could do was hold
the brakes until she could manage to roll backwards down this hill to safety. She then changed
routes that had substantially more congestion, but smaller hills. Hills are a way of life in the
atlanta metro area, so are high temperatures in July. She has mentioned that this vehicle has
terrible acceleration on some lesser hills in hot weather over the past 2 years, but never
experienced anything as dangerous as this incident. This malady has been reported a minimum
of times to the Honda dealership she purchased it from, heritage Honda, rome, GA. I wouldn't
allow her to use it until Honda sorted out the malfunction. Well, I spent the day there, they did
computer analysis, technician interfaced with Honda tech line, even sent a "snapshot" of the
vehicle's computer data when it actually recreated the same condition for the mechanic on a
steep hill. None-the-less, I left there hopeful that Honda would resolve our dilemma. After a day
and a half of waiting for some feedback, I was finally informed the car was operating properly.
Apparently, the hybrid batteries reached a high temperature, which for "safety reasons"
disabled the circuitry that "assists" the car via the "hybrid electric motor" which in turn leaves
the car completely dependent on the undersized gasoline engine. In this case, not near enough
power to move her car. Honda says it's ok to drive! Was driving on bluegrass parkway in
kentucky. My check engine light came on. I hit a small bump in the road and both airbags

deployed. I tried getting out of harms way. Then my engine cut off. I had no power steering and
brakes it wouldn't stop the car. I went off the road and hit a tree causing severe damage to my
car. Honda placed a recall in December but never contacted me of the recall. I was taken by
ambulance to the nearest hospital. Suffered wrist and ankle damage so who is responsible????.
I own a Honda Civic si and was checking on the valve adjustment in my engine today. I noticed
one of the cam lobes cylinder 3 on the exhaust side had some severe galling and pitting. All of
the other cam lobes were in perfect condition. After doing some searching on the internet
search for "cam galling" or "Honda galling" or something similar I have found this seems to be
a known issue to many who own this year Civic si. My fear is that the lobe could disintegrate
while driving at high speeds and cause total engine failure and possibly injury or an accident. I
plan on taking pictures tomorrow and seeing what Honda recommends. Since the maintenance
interval on adjusting valves is , miles on my Honda, it's difficult to catch a problem like this
before the warranty is up since removing a valve cover is not a standard procedure. Although I
would venture to guess the problem had begun during the warranty period. And, looking at the
number of posts on the issue, something Honda should be recalling or helping with. My Honda
Civic ex. First started having problems at around 50, miles when the car was hesitant to
accelerate, and the car overheated once. I took into the Honda dealership, very informal, they
gave me no paperwork or proof that they looked at my vehicle, they claimed that nothing was
wrong with my vehicle and that it may have been place under unusually harsh conditions or the
extreme outside temperature of 92 degrees fahrenheit could have caused the overheating. The
Honda certified mechanic did not observed the vehicle to be overheating, and could not
replicate any issues on the vehicle. Thinking that they made a full diagnosis I continued to drive
my vehicle. A few months later the car started to smell like something was burning and the car
was very hesitant to move, I placed the vehicle on park and looked under the hood, smoke was
coming out and I looked under the car and what looked like antifreeze was dripping under the
car. I immediately had the car towed to the dealership and asked to make another diagnosis,
this time they came back and said that my vehicle had a crack on the engine block. The Honda
dealership said that since the car is over the designated warranty miles to be covered by the
manufacturer that I would have to pay out of pocket, about 5, dollars. Dealership told me that
the engine block cracking is a common issue on this vehicle and that it could be a manufacturer
defect, but the dealership could not fix it because the manufacturer is not covering the vehicle
due to the fact that its over the manufacturer's warranty. I protested claiming that I took in into
the Honda service shop a few month earlier, had they examined the vehicle properly then it
would have been detected under warranty, either way the vehicle should not have a cracked
engine block at 50, miles. Car is now sitting in my garage, since I don't have the money to pay
for the repair and the car can't be driven. Egr on Honda Civic hybrid failed at miles, 5 years.
Warranty was for , 3 years. While starting the vehicle, the check engine light came on and
remained on while driving. The vehicle was taken to a repair shop, and the mechanic
determined that the oxygen sensor needed to be replaced. The dealer said that was normal. I
told them that was not possible-cars do not blow hot air everytime you stop, turn a corner and
excellerate. I told them I thopught it was a leak in compressor, crakc in belt or thermostats
didn't work. They just ignored and said all was fine. Dealer said that the ac unit was not installed
in Civics at factory yet they were installed later and are obviously cheaper and they don't work
very well. I asked him why they don't tell people this. He stated they do-which we the buyers
know that they would never tell us that because they are there to,sell cars. I do not know what
they will tell me this time but if it is still blowing hot air on and off I am going back to the dealer
and ask for my money back and will take an attorney. They should not put in cheap items and
rip off people. I drove the accord and had no problem and the delaler stated they had a better ac
in them from factory. I believe that I am entitled to a upgrade car that works at no additional
cost. No one should have to sit at a traffic light and sweat or turn the corner and have hot air
blast at them. I was told also that they have had many complaints about the ac but obviously
have done nothing. I told them I was going to complain to consumer affairs etc and was told
that might be a good idea. They really had no concern. Please help!!!! Car Problems. Engine
And Engine Cooling problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Car Stall problems. Engine problems.
Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Radiator problems. Engine Cooling System problems.
Engine Exhaust System problems. Vehicle Overheat problems. The EGR valve this car use has
no tube or hose. You said the code was related to the EGR valve. How is the valve activated? It
could be a vacuum solenoid that is defective preventing the valve from opening on command. Is
the valve vacuum operated? If it is, apply vacuum to the valve at idle and see if the idle speed
stumbles or even allows the engine to stall. If it does then your EGR valve passages are ok. If
not, try running some wire into the passages along with carb cleaner and maybe compressed
air if available until the passages are clear. It wont harm the engine and it will run extra perfect.

EGR purely reduces the top rigidity and the capacity of the engine. Trending News. For Tiger
Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows.
AOC joins backlash over Biden child migrant camp. State tax changes could mean bigger
refunds for some. Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract extension. Chris Harrison's
'Bachelor' future up in the air. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Mars rover's giant parachute carried
secret message. Update: The EGR valve this car use has no tube or hose. Answer Save. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: Air Cleaner Assembly. Air Cleaner Mount. Air Cleaner Nut. Air Filter. Air Filter Housing.
Air Intake Hose. Cabin Air Filter. Cabin Air Filter Set. Carbon Canister. Cold Air Intake. EGR
Valve Gasket. Idle Air Control Valve. Idle Control Valve. PCV Valve. Purge Valve. Throttle Body
Gasket. Vapor Canister Filter. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Valve
Connector. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. DIY
Solutions. Intermotor CQ. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Dorman
EGR Valve. Features: Direct replacement - this EGR valve is designed to match the fit and
function of the original valve on specified vehicles Ideal solution - this valve is engineered to
withstand extreme heat and carbon buildup, and is a reliable replacement for a failed original
EGR valve Durable construction - made from quality components to ensure reliable
performance and long service life Quality assured - backed by a team of product engineers
based in the United States. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product List Price:.
Features: Meets federal emissions regulations Increases fuel efficiency while eliminating the
potential for malfunctions Includes gaskets and required sealing components Robust valve
design provides carbon resistance, durability and long life, high quality and engine control
module controllability. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Genuine EGR Valve.
Intermotor EGR Valve. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Tested to ensure
proper fit and trouble-free performance. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Honda Civic. Catalog: B.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Honda Civic. Catalog: S. Skip to main content.
Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded Items Genuine OEM Items Unbranded 66
Items Private Label 33 Items Not Specified 99 Items Dorman 72 Items Fel-Pro Items Standard
Items Standard Motor Products Items Unbranded 69 Items Unspecified Length Items Lifetime 68
Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 81 Items Not Specified Items New 1, Items 1, Used 62
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location.
Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store
Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize.
Find the right parts for your Honda Civic. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right
parts faster. Almost gone. Free returns. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items
listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian
dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use
the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. When you bought your Honda, you picked a car of exceptional characteristics and great
value; you want to protect your decision by selecting the finest components. With genuine
Honda, you find attractive lines and also exceptional precision. Honda is a respected builder of
distinctive and long lasting cars which have great looks and hold their value. Honda vehicles
are counted on for their long service life, agile control, and enduring looks. The Honda in your
carport was designed using the best care and skill; it ought to have new parts with the same
high level of quality. The EGR exhaust gas recirculator valve is an environmental feature on
newer cars and trucks. The EGR valve recirculates unburned fuel from the exhaust back into the
engine to be burned again. A faulty EGR valve can cause emissions problems, rough idling, and
poor acceleration. People who thrill over performance car or trucks know that absolutely
nothing is more crucial than having the newest new parts for your vehicle. Big or small, engine
components to control arms, maintaining your car or truck with premium quality parts is the
smartest move every single time. Buying a Honda was a smart choice, and maintaining it in
great shape is an even better idea! Sometimes the hardest thing about repairing a vehicle is
finding a dependable source for trustworthy parts. Use I was very impressed with this website,
it's very easy to use and my part arrived before the estimated date! I will definitely continue to
shop here. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Accord Crosstour. DIY
Solutions. Standard Motor Products. Intermotor CQ. Honda Purge Valve. Honda Idle Control

Valve. Honda Intake Manifold. Honda Carbon Canister. Honda Cabin Filter. Honda Air Mass
Meter. Honda Air Mass Sensor. Honda Intercooler. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Dorman EGR Valve. Package Contents 1 Egr Valve and Gasket. Features:
Direct replacement - this EGR valve is designed to match the fit and function of the original
valve on specified vehicles Ideal solution - this valve is engineered to withstand extreme heat
and carbon buildup, and is a reliable replacement for a failed original EGR valve Durable
construction - made from quality components to ensure reliable performance and long service
life Quality assured - backed by a team of product engineers based in the United States.
Features: Standard Motor Products are designed and manufactured to equal or exceed OE parts
in every publishedor testable specification. Control Modules are covered for 5 years or 50,
miles. All other products are covered by a 90 day or mile warranty. Product SKU: W Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product SKU: Package Contents Gaskets. Features: OE
Style for easy replacement and fitment Tested to ensure proper fit and trouble-free performance.
Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Honda Accord. Catalog: B. Vehicle Honda
Odyssey. Vehicle Sub Model Honda Civic. Vehicle Honda Pilot. Vehicle Honda Accord. Vehicle
Honda Prelude. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog:
S. For more information go to If you've been alerted to a Honda EGR valve problem by a dash
light, you'll need to take care of it promptly, as it is a part of your emissions control system. It is
found on the intake manifold, and allows the opening of a small path for a bit of the hot exhaust
to make its way back into the combustion chamber for the purpose of controlling the
temperature and inhibiting the development of specific types of environmental contaminants.
The method by which it achieves this depends on the age of the vehicle, but for vehicles
manufactured today, as well as those that rolled out of the factory in recent years, the Honda
EGR valve is powered by an electrical motor, small in size, but efficient and durable. However,
time does take its toll and this motor can fail, rendering the Honda EGR valve unable to perform
its tasks. You should not be surprised if this happens once, and maybe even twice, over the
lifespan of your vehicle. When you do need to replace your Honda EGR valve, you'll find the
correct version for your specific year and model of vehicle quite easily with our user-friendly
online catalog. Just enter your basic vehicle information and you'll soon see a list of the best
Honda EGR valve options for your vehicle, not your model and half a dozen others, forcing you
to spend time sifting through parts that are not right for your vehicle. Our secure ordering site
makes it safe to enjoy the convenience of online shopping, but if you would prefer to order your
Honda EGR valve by telephone, we have a toll-number that you are welcome to use. We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda EGR Valve.
Refine by:. EGR Valve part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 42 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details
Notes : Part Number: RH Product Details Wa
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rranty : 3-year or 36,mile Standard limited warranty. Emissions Honda Civic 4 Cyl 1. Page 1 of 3
Showing 1 - 15 of 42 results. Replacement EGR Valve. Dec 03, So far it works fine my light went
out. Dennis Goodman. Purchased on Nov 16, Oct 21, Awesome service and price. This is where
I'll be going to get parts for my truck from now on. Billy Anderson. Purchased on Oct 05, Oct 01,
It is as advertised. Fits and works as advertised. Still didn't fix the check engine light I got for
EGR valve. Purchased on Sep 16, Helpful Automotive Resources. This is important because
nitrogen oxide gases are very harmful for the environment in significant amounts. Just like any
other car part or any other system in your engine, there may be faults that prevent your EGR
from working properly. Each code has a unique combination of letters and numbers. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

